
CISOs must scale cyber risk management strategies at the 

pace of the business to position cybersecurity as a 

catalyst for business growth rather than a constraint. 

Legacy solutions rely on manual effort and subjective 

assumptions, rendering them ill-equipped to meet 

requirements for real-time, data-driven cyber risk 

management. 

A modern solution lies in an automated, AI-powered 

approach that empowers CISOs to secure their seat in 

the Boardroom.

The Only AI-driven Platform to Manage Your First-party and 
Third-party Cyber Risk, Enabling Your Business to Safely Go Faster

Solution Highlights

● Industry’s only AI-powered, unified platform for 
managing first-party and third-party cyber risks

● Only solution purpose-built on open standards 
(FAIRTM, MITRETM, NISTTM) to deliver the 
industry’s most transparent & defensible results 

● Automated risk aggregation with the tools you 
already use featuring OOTB 100+ integrations

● Granular view of enterprise-wide risks across 
Groups like Business Units and Business Apps 

● Automate controls effectiveness using 
FAIR-CAM to get risk impact in financial terms

● Get comprehensive FAIR cyber risk scenarios to 
manage cyber risk in real-time 

● Defensibly determine incident materiality using 
our built-in FAIR-MAM framework.

● Clearly articulate ROI of security controls to 
justify budgets effectively 

● Get instant answers to the most pressing cyber 
risk questions with GPT-enabled chat interface

SAFE One delivers industry’s only data-driven, unified 

platform for managing all of your first-party and third-party 

cyber risks. It enables organizations to effectively measure 

and reduce cyber risk and track progress over time. SAFE 

One’s revolutionary approach empowers CISOs with 

real-time, trustable, and defensible data that meets 

regulatory requirements and board expectations of 

protecting shareholder value and securing the business.

The SAFE One Platform
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1. Get Real-time, Unified, Enterprise-wide Cyber Risk Visibility 
The SAFE One generates a real-time, unified risk view across and 

automatically presents where your top risks are across your entire attack 

surface. This helps security leaders understand which risk scenario matters 

most to the business. SAFE also comes with out-of-box risk scenarios 

contextual to your business to get you up and running quickly in days.

2. Ace Cyber Risk Board Reporting
SAFE One helps CISOs to translate the bits and bytes of cyber risk into dollars 

and cents, enabling CISOs to tell a compelling story to relevant stakeholders. 

SAFE offers customizable dashboard views to showcase a cyber risk view 

that matters most. Users can also generate trustable and defensible reports 

for regulators, including the SEC, NYDFS, and more. 

3. Justify Current Cybersecurity Budget And Future Investment
Safe empowers leaders to comprehend the reduction of risk resulting from 

previous security investments at both the scenario and control levels  in clear, 

dollar-driven terms. This enables you to justify past cybersecurity 

expenditures by presenting clear metrics, such as "Our likelihood of a 

ransomware attack decreased from 26% to 13% over the past year, and we 

halved our estimated loss magnitude from $50M to $24M.”

4. Operational Prioritization Based on Control Effectiveness
SAFE One is the first and only solution that has implemented the FAIR-CAM 

model to automate and translate controls effectiveness to risk and give you 

the impact in financial terms. With SAFE One, CISOs can simulate the cost and 

results of security spending to predict risk reduction; whether it's new 

solutions, tool expansion, or technology adjustments.

5. Accurately address: Is This Cyber Incident Material?
SAFE One enables organizations to accurately assess the materiality of a 

cyber incident. SAFE natively implements FAIR-MAM,  an open and 

customizable cost model that is defensible to the Board, investors, and 

regulators. SAFE provides a library of OOTB reports and dashboards like SEC 

Materiality dashboard help accelerate SEC compliance. 

6. Accelerate Risk Decisions with SAFE X’s AI-Powered Insights
SAFE One revolutionizes how the CISO can use a cyber risk management 

platform. SAFE X, our intuitive GPT-enabled chat interface instantly answers 

users’ most pressing cybersecurity questions – anytime, anywhere.

Customer Benefits

SECURITY EXPERT
IT Services, 1B - 3B USD

“It is a must need product 
for today in this highly 
vulnerable environment 
outside.

GLOBAL LEAD CYBER SECURITY
Manufacturing, 30B+ USD

“SAFE dashboard is the 
most effective function 
which provides customers 
with real-time visibility of 
the current enterprise 
security.

SECURITY EXPERT
Telecommunication, 1B - 3B USD

“Extraordinary Framework 
with good customer 
support.


